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THE HOTEL (SCRIPT BREAKDOWN)

SEASON 1

PREMISES

The Hotel drama is based on the hotel manager. This Hotel

manager is a criminal of all seasons. He’s a fraud

man,swindling naive women and murdering everyone who stands

on his way. The manager dates with many women at the same

time. He sells skeletons and organs of his victims to

mesiums, varsities and medical sciences. He makes his

partner fake his own death to claim his insurance money to

run away. He request to be buried in concrete.

1. EPISODE 1

The introduction of a serial killer in the city "Kenny

Howard". The first person to bump into Kenny become

Elizabeth at her Medical store. Kenny ask a job to Elizabeth

right after the moment. Kenny passes the Jewelry store where

there’s Julia and her husband Nicolas. Julia starts giving

Kenny compliments to make Nicolas jealous. Kenny arrives at

his living area and gets the keys from the hotel caretaker

Pat. Julia ran to Lizzie to ask about Kenny. In the morning

Kenny starts his duty as a worker at Lizzie’s store, he

comes with a proposal of purchasing the store. At the

varsity Charles the surgery lecturer is stressing about

getting a skeleton for the next class project.

At the panel beater later that day, Nicolas visit the small

time criminal Benjamin who he tells him about Kenny and ask

him to dig some info about Kenny to check if he’s clean or

what. At the bar Julia introduces herself to Kenny. Kenny

gets distracted by Charles call, while he is talking to Zack

about not finding the skeleton. Kenny ask Julia about

Charles doing at the varsity. Benjamin gets in the bar with

his friend of a criminal Mario, and ask Julia about Kenny.

At the street in the night, Minnie wit her sister Millie

thinking about purchasing Lizzie store and she comes her

self with news that she is selling it to someone. At the

jewelry store, Nicolas has argument with Julia over going

out with Kenny. Lizzie arrives at the Hotel and Pat send

her to Kenny place. Kenny kills Lizzie with a chlorophyll

gas, because he didn’t have a money to purchase her store.
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2. EPISODE 2

Benjamin shows up at Kenny’s hotel looking for Kenny to Pat.

Benjamin ask a job to Kenny and confesses that he can do any

job. Kenny tells him to call by his hotel late. Zack with

Charles outside the Varsity apartment wanting to know if he

has yet got the skeleton. a kid shows up at the medical

store coming to collect his grannies medication. Kenny gives

the kid wrong medication contained by a right plastic. As

the kid is leaving Julia gets in, Kenny acts like he doesn’t

remember her, but he asks Charles numbers to her. at the

jewelry store Millie and Minnie wanting to know who bought

the medical store to Nicolas who tells them to go and see

he is there. at the panel beater Mario asking Benjamin the

kind of job Kenny is giving them, but Benjamin has no idea.

Back to the Medical store Kenny ready to leave and meet

Charles. Minnie and Millie get t him before he leaves and

set a date to meet with him for a discussion of how much he

might sell them his new store. Julia gets jealous that

Minnie wants to meet Kenny for a breakfast. David Geyer the

detective wanting to know about Kenny at the panel beater to

Ben. David tells Ben the truth about men like Kenny who

attracts woman. Angie, Benjamin’s wife ask if she may be

concerned to see David paying a visit. Charles on call with

Zack. Zack wanting to know if Charles does believe that

Kenny can provide a skeleton in one nght. Charles and Kenny

meets at the bar to discuss the business of selling the

skeleton. Angie ran to Nicolas and ask about the connection

of Kenny and Ben.

Kenny walking to his hotel at the street, Minnie rush to him

and remind his about their tomorrow morning meeting. Pat

gets to the hotel and sees Ben and Mario at his desk and

gets nervous. Julia insuslts Nicolas for telling Ben about

Kenny. At the bar Charles believing on that Kenny will

provide the skeleton to Zack and Thandie. Nicolas reporting

a crime at the police station to David without a proof.

Kenny, Ben and Mario burns Lizzie’s body.

3. EPISODE 3

Kenny tells Pat to clean the down stairs and leave his room

because he knows there’s still samples revolving Lizzie’s

murder. Mario and Benjamin delivers the skeleton to Charles

at the varsity that morning. Kenny sells Minnie the medical

store by Seventy thousands Rand and ask her for a night

dinner with her. During the surgery class Thandie leaves the

class after she has seen that the skeleton is Lizzie over

the leg scar. Kenny at the store looking at the store on how

much it has brought him a lot of money at a small time. The

kid he gave pills shows up and tells him that his granny is

dead over the heartattack. At the breakfast outlet Millie
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and Minnie having a lunch discussing how Minnie meeting went

down with Kenny.

Kwnny at the bar having a drink waiting for Mario and Ben.

They arrive and he complains about their lateness. They gets

their cut over the job they have done. Thandie with Nicolas

at Jewelry store talking about who bought Lizzie store.

Kenny at the medical store taking Minnie for a date. Julia

shows up at th store to warn Kenny about Thandie. Benjamin

with Mario wanting to know why Kenny told Mario to stay

behind. Minnie getting to knoe Kenny at the breakfast outlet

in the evening. David telling Jennifer the attorney about

Kenny. Nicolas closing his store, Mario shows up and buys

the watch. Nicolas starts with questions, but Mario

threatens him badly.

At the bar, David confronting Ben, who doesn’t spill the

beans. At the street Kenny and Minnie coming from their

date, Minnie asking about Kenny connections with Mario and

Ben. After Kenny has just left Julia shows up and insults

Minnie. At the hotel reception Thandie asking Pat about

Kenny. Kenny shows up and tease Pat if he has got himself a

girl. Thandie and Kenny at Kenny’s place, Thandie

confronting him, she ends up dying over getting injected

poison on her neck.

4. EPISODE 4

Kenny gets nervous from a question asked by Pat. Kenny ask

Pat to make a meeting with the hotel manager. Charles and

Zack asking where Thandie might be at the varsity. Zack asks

Kenny number to Charles, because he wants to get into

business with him. Pat with the hotel manager giving him

Kenny’s contact. Millie wanting to know about Minnie’s date

with Kenny at the medical store. Angie not happy with

Benjamin over his late home coming. Mario shows up and ask

Ben problem, Ben tells about David threats. Zack meet with

Kenny at the bar, Zack ask Kenny to deliver him a skeleton.

Kenny agrees with it, but thinking he is testing him.

Charles at the jewerlry store asking Nicolas about Thandie

who was seen here late yesterday. The hotel manager waiting

for Kenny at the breakfast outlet. The manager agrees to

sell Kenny the hotel by two million rands, which Kenny

doesn’t have. Ben and Mario at the bar happy about the

payment Kenny gave them, just a moment they get a call

saying they must come to his hotel now. Charles scares off

David at the bar. Charles ends up reporting the missing of

Thandie. The hotel manager warning Pat about the changes

which is going o happen at the hotel. Kenny and the boys

requiring them to get guns and musks tem meet him at the

breakfast outlet for something which he explains to them.
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Julia goes to the medical store after she saw Minnie with

Kenny. Julia slaps Minnie and Millie slaps her too. Kenny

with the hotel manager at the breakfast outlet. Kenny lies

about the money he left in a car because it’s cash. At the

pasking lot, Ben and Mario kidnaps the manager and Kenny. At

the dumping site, Kenny kills the manager and burns him.

5. EPISODE 5

Kenny pays Mario and Ben at his hotel room for the last nigh

job, he even ask them to invite people fro the ceremony he

is having tonight. David at the breakfast hotel looking for

the cameras footage and find nothing, but people with musks.

Minnie thanking Millie for what she did last night. Nicolas

gets in and let them know about Kenny being kidnapped. Kenny

at the police station fooling David by opening a case

against what he knows. Daniel comes with the news that the

manager is burnt at the dumping site. Minnie asking Kenny if

he is fine at the medical store. Julia shows up and force

Kenny to go out with her, while Minnie is still going to get

her bag.

Ben and Mario decorating outside the hotel for the function

Kenny is having. Zack shows up and ask Pat if he ever seen

Thandie. Pat tells him that she was here looking for Kenny.

Julia asking Kenny to choose between her and Minnie. Kenny

pulls off Thandie’s phone and text Charles with it. Charles

telling Zack about messing from Thandie’s phone, who has

left the town. Charles tells them why Thandie might have

left the town, is because of the skeleton ehich she thinks

is Lizzie. David and Daniel at the dumping site, gets a new

lead about their ongoing case. Kenny impressed with Ben and

Mario decoration. Minnie shows up and tell her that she

doesn’t like Mario and Ben.

Charles and Zack at the abar thinking about working with

David over this situation to get then truth. Kenny announces

the buyout of the hotel to everyone. Mario threatens David

over his jealous of Kenny. Charles tells Nicolas who is

Julia that he wants to get the skeleton tested. Julia runs

to tell Kenny about it. David trying to rob Ben to confess.

Kenny goes to David to ask about the investigation. Kenny

makes love with Julia at his hotel.

6. EPISODE 6

Kenny reveals what he wants to do with Charles to Julia who

is at his hotel room on the bed. Nicolas with Pat. Nicolas

angry wanting to invade at Kenny room. Kenny shows up and

warns Nicolas over talking about his name around. Benjamin

with Mario at the panel beater very concerned that they

might get arrested. Minnie confronting Kenny about his

dissapearnce at the function last night. The results of te
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evidence proves that the bone is Lizzie. Kenny tells Ben and

Mario about his plans with the skeleton at the varsisty.

Julia rubbing what she did with Kenny to Minnie. Nicolas

drinking like never before at the bar.

Minnie crying at the medical store, Millie comforting her.

Kenny shows up ad blame Minnie with everything. Daniel at

the police station asking David that who is going to fetch

the skeleton tomorrow. Millie telling Minnie to stop

controlling her man. Benjamin at the bar with Mario drinking

to get him self out of what he is thinking. Charles telling

Zack that he went to see David about the skeleton. At the

hotel apartment outside, Kenny warning to kill Ben if he

messes up their job.

Nicolas comes home smelling like a brewery, and get

insuslted by Julia. Kenny and his boys steals that skeleton

and set the trap to get Charles arrested. Kenny and his

boys burns the skeleton.

7. EPISODE 7

Daniel takes Charles with him to the police station to

explain the missing of the skeleton. Zack trying to invade

at Kenny’s place but Pat is refusing. Kenny shows up there

and threaten Zak with taking over his mesium. Julia is

vomiting as the symptoms of pregnancy. David charges Charles

with double murder of Thandie and Lizzie. Nicolas tells

Minnie and Millie about Julia being pregnant. Charles tells

Zack about the charges he has been charged with. Kenny

laughs off David who ha nothing on him.

Minnie and Millie trying to insult Julia. Julia brings what

happened at Minnie’s past. Mario joking about their next job

with Ben. Minnie congratulate Kenny over Julia pregnant.

David meets Ben at the bar and interrogate him. Kenny tries

to stop Julia on drinking at the bar.

Charles and Zack gets in the medical store looking for

Kenny. Charles tells Minnie to stop her affair with Kenny.

Charles and Zack beats up Kenny very badly.

8. EPISODE 8

Kenny at the hospital with the indian doctor who is

injecting him. Kenny trying o use his charm to the doctor.

at th jewelry store Nicolas leaving Julia who is about to

cry. Millie asking Minnie when did she hear from Kenny at

their medical store. Pat comes with news that Kenny is

beaten by Charles and Zack. Kenny and his boys. Mario

wanting to revenge for him. Charles and Zack hands their

self to the police. Kenny sees some feelings on Millie.
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Mario warning Zack and Charles about what is coming to them

from Kenny. Minnie tells Kenny about what she saw earlier

from him and Millie. David looking for Kenny at the Medical

store, he finds Millie who he warn about Kenny. Kenny and

Millie kisses. Angie at the panel beater with Ben very happy

to hear that Kenny got beaten. Charles looking for Nicolas

at the jewelry store. Kenny shows up and beat Charles hard.

Kenny at the hotel asking Pat who came to his place. Minnie

sad that Kenny left her at the lunch ready to propose. Zack

telling Charles to press charges against Kenny. David

surprised to hear that Kenny has reseted. Kenny fights with

Julia and she hit her head with the corner of the table.

9. EPISODE 9

In the morning just after Julia died, at the hotel reception

Pat ask Kenny about last night screams of Julia. Mario gets

to the panel beater with smiles all over him, because Kenny

did the vengeance over Charles fight while he thinks Charles

won’t assume to open charges against Kenny. David at the

hospital asking Charles if he is opening charges against

Kenny, Charles gets frightened by Kenny who is passing close

to the door. Dr Rajesh telling Kenny that he could have gone

to any close clinic for his last injection. Kenny recommend

her as the best doctor and seal with asking for a date.

Charles who discharged himself finds Zack at the bar having

a drink alone. Zack gets disappointed by Charles who has

been scared to open charges against Kenny.

At the medical store Angie encouraging Minnie to stop

worrying about Kenny who will propose soon. Pat shows up

there and tells them about Julia who was screaming last

night. Rajesh getting to know Kenny who gets her impressed

to hear that he studied medical surgeon. Rajesh ask a help

from Kenny about patients organs. Millie, Minnie, Angie and

Pat at the jewelry store looking Julia, and finds nothing.

Kenny at the bar with his boys telling them about the job to

deliver organs to the hospital. At the hotel Pat sends

Millie, Minnie and Angie to Kenny’s room. Angie waste no

time but scream over seeing Julia’s body laying down. Kenny

and his boys at the medical store looking for Minnie. David

with his partner at the police station disappointed at

Charles who got scared to open charges. Daniel comes with a

new plan.

Back to the bar, Mario with Charles pressing his beaten hand

to scream. At the hotel Kenny asking Pat if there’s anyone

came to see him. Just after Kenny went to his room, David

gets in with Daniel. Minnie threatening Millie that she will

tell Kenny that she is behind his arrest. David and Daniel

arrest Kenny.
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10. EPISODE 10

Kenny on call with Mario telling him to go and deliver those

organs from his hotel area to hospital. Just after the call

Minnie gets in with a lawyer called Jennifer and get away

with preparing Kenny’s court testimonial. At the hotel

reception, Pat gives Mario keys for Kenny’s place. At the

medical store Nicolas back wanting answers about the death

of Julia. Millie with anger tells Minnie that she slept with

Kenny, but Minnie doesn’t believe her. Charles and Zack

celebrating Kenny’s arrestsment. Ben gets in and spoil the

fun, by telling them what might happen at the court later.

Mario with Dr Rajesh at the hospital giving her organs.

Rajesh insist on sitting with Mario and get to know about

Kenny. At the court the judge ask David to share his

testimony, then Jennifer can share Kenny’s one. The judge

adjourns the court to go and consider the decision. Kenny

calls Ben who is leaving to tell Mario to come. Ben with

Mario at the bar telling him about Kenny wanting to see him.

Ben addresses David desperation and where it is leading him.

Kenny asking Jennifer if she is already been paid or what.

Zack, Charles and Nicolas thinking that everything is going

on Kenny’s favor at the court. Nicolas tells them how much

he warned Julia about Kenny. Back to the court room. The

Judge find Kenny guilty of assault and assume that Julia

killed her self due to evidence from forensics. The charges

against Charles of double murder still stands on him. Kenny

puts Mario in charge at his hotel with Minnie. David taking

Kenny to the prison from the court, assume that he paid the

judge. Kenny tells David that he is going to follow the rest

when he comes back from the prison. David gets left

threatened very much.


